ECONCEPT ST
Gas-fired condensing boiler for central heating
and domestic hot water production
with dynamic storage

ECONCEPT ST
ECONCEPT ST is the product that FERROLI has
developed with the aim of achieving international
energy saving objectives, while at the same time
ensuring maximum comfort in room heating and
the delivery of domestic hot water.
The ECONCEPT ST range has been designed
using the more advanced technology today available. The combustion unit and heat exchanger
exploit condensing technology, while for the production of domestic hot water a storage cylinder
with dynamic stratification has been adopted, so as
to be able to continuously satisfy a series of utilities.
The heat generator is a room-sealed and forced
draught appliance. By using a premix air/gas supply system and a ceramic burner with reverse
micro-flame, the appliance falls into class 5a as
regards NOx emissions. The ECONCEPT ST features the maximum efficiency in its category. It in
fact has a 4 star rating according to Directive
92/42 EEC on energy classification.

Designed using advanced technology
and exploiting the FERROLI history and tradition
in the heating sector, the appliances are built
in ultra-modern facilities that apply a certified quality
management system in compliance with the
UNI EN ISO 9001:2000 standards.
The E C O N C E PT ST boilers are CE approved,
which for the user is a synonym of safety and reliability.
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BURNER
ceramic plate with reverse micro-flame
to ensure combustion with LOW NOx
emissions

FAN
modulating high-pressure

EXPANSION VESSEL
2-litre domestic
hot water vessel as standard

HEAT EXCHANGER
high efficiency
aluminium unit,
up to 109.1%

DYNAMIC STORAGE
with stratification,
25 litres capacity,
fed by steel plates heat
exchangers

FITTINGS KIT
water and gas connections
supplied as standard

PUMP
can be controlled on three
flow-rate/head curves
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ECONCEPT ST

Comfort in your control...
The control electronics on the ECONCEPT ST allow users to customise the operation of the appliance and manage ambient comfort based
on their own needs.
The control panel with buttons and the large LCD display make programming the hot water production, both domestic hot water and central heating, extremely simple and intuitive.
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1 eco - comfort
pre-heat domestic hot water exchanger
2 on - off
3 mode activate temperature compensation
4 reset reset lockout - maintenance menu
5 summer domestic hot water only
winter domestic hot water and central heating
6 LCD display
7 central heating temperature selectors
8 domestic hot water temperature selectors

The ROMEO remote controls
The ECONCEPT ST boiler can be used with a wide
range of remote controls and timers for managing
the operation of the appliance.
The ROMEO series features four models, allowing
programming of weekly or daily comfort conditions, and the possibility to choose wired or wireless connection.
• Set the central heating and DHW temperature
• View the boiler operating status
• Display the temperature inside and outside the home
• Restart the boiler in the event of temporary shutdown
• Program the daily or weekly room comfort conditions
• Turn the boiler on and off using a telephone responder (optional)
The modulating function on the ROMEO ensures gradual adjustment of boiler output as the room temperature approaches the set point.
This improves the quality of comfort, eliminating peaks in heat, and ensures
certain energy savings.
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Temperatura
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°C
Room
temperature

ROMEO can be used to:
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Con
remoto
ROMEO
Withcronocomando
non-modulating
room
thermostat
Con
non modulante
Withtermostato
ROMEO ambiente
remote timer
control

Stratification

Domestic hot water
temperature °C

ECONCEPT ST is fitted with a 25-litre storage cylinder
featuring dynamic stratification.
With a suitable water circuit, the phenomenon of stratification can be exploited to the full, thus using a compact storage cylinder for high-performance DHW delivery that, in some situations, is superior to normal boilers with traditional storage cylinders.

DOMESTIC HOT WATER PRODUCTION
WITH STORAGE CYLINDER FEATURING STRATIFICATION

60°C

60°C

Storage cylinder full
Set point 60°C

60°C

After 5 minutes
of continuous
delivery

After 10 minutes
of continuous
delivery

DELIVERY SPEED
The 25-litre storage cylinder is already at operating when domestic hot water
delivery is required.
REHEAT SPEED
The 25-litre capacity of the storage cylinder and direct heat exchange mean very
short reheat times and reduced heat maintenance costs.
ECONCEPT
ST
ECONCEPT ST
Caldaia
contraditional
accumulo
tradizionale
Boiler with
storage
Caldaia
coninstant
produzione
a.c.s. istantanea
Boiler with
DHW production

The storage cylinder with dynamic stratification guarantees high domestic hot water comfort, combining
the advantages offered by generators with instant production and those with high capacity storage cylinders.

LOW GENERATOR OPERATING TEMPERATURE
Direct exchange with the domestic hot water allows the temperature to be set
near the delivery temperature, and reduces the formation of lime scale.
TEMPERATURE STABILITY
The delivery of hot water from the top part of the storage cylinder and the stratification of cold water bellow guarantee a highly stable delivery temperature.
COMPACT DIMENSIONS
Just 480 mm of width allow a wide possibility of installation of the boiler also
in spaces very reduced.

Functions...

Operation with TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION
The “Outside probe” kit (optional) can be installed to operate the boiler with temperature compensation. This means that without using the buttons on the
system's temperature controller, the boiler automatically adapts to the variations
in the outside temperature. As a result this brings energy savings while still guaranteeing maximum comfort for the user.

Central heating outlet temperature °C

LEGIONELLA PROTECTION function
Legionella is a typical form of water contamination caused by bacteria that are particularly dangerous to the health.
These bacteria can be destroyed by heating the water to temperatures above 60°C.
This is why the ECONCEPT ST, at least once a week, heats the water in the domestic hot water storage cylinder to
65°C, irrespective of the value set on the thermostat.
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FROST PROTECTION function
Even in standby, that is, when heating is not required, if the ECONCEPT ST measures a water temperature of 5°C,
the frost protection function is activated, igniting the burner at minimum output, so as to avoid damage to the central
heating circuit due to freezing. The boiler can be installed outside in a partially protected place, fitting the frost protection heater kit (optional).
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ECONCEPT ST

Technical specifications

WATER CIRCUIT
KEY
7
8
9
10
11
14a
14b
16
32
36
40
44
56
95
130
154
161
186
191
193
194
195
196
240
241
243
246
250
278

DIAGRAM OF BOILER PRESSURE DROP - PUMP HEAD
MODEL 25 ST

MODEL 35 ST

A
Boiler pressure drop
1 - 2 - 3 Pump speed
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Gas inlet
DHW water outlet
DHW water inlet
Central heating flow outlet
Central heating return inlet
CH system safety valve
DHW safety valve
Fan
Central heating pump
Automatic air vent
DHW expansion vessel
Gas valve
Expansion vessel
Selector valve
Domestic hot water pump
Condensate drain hose
Condensing heat exchanger
Return sensor
Flue gas temperature sensor
Drain trap
DHW heat exchanger
Storage cylinder
Condensate basin
System fill solenoid valve
Automatic bypass
DHW temperature sensor
Pressure transducer
Central heating flow outlet filter
Dual sensor (safety + central heating)

DIMENSIONS AND TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

TOP VIEW mod. 25

TOP VIEW mod. 35

KEY
1 Central heating flow outlet
2 DHW water outlet
3 Gas inlet
4 DHW water inlet
5 Central heating return inlet
6 Drain trap discharge

ECONCEPT
Heat input, central heating
Heat output in central heating (80-60°C)
Heat output in central heating (50-30°C)
Heat DHW inlet
Heat output in DHW
Efficiency (80-60°C)
Efficiency (50-30°C)

max
min
max
min

Pmax
Pmin
Pmax
Pmin

Efficiency at reduced load 30%
Energy rating (directive 92/42 EEC)
NOx class emissions
Max central heating operating temperature
Central heating operating pressure
min-max
Central heating circuit water content
Expansion vessel capacity
Domestic hot water operating pressure
min-max
Domestic hot water expansion vessel
Domestic hot water storage
Specific DHW flow-rate Δt 30°C
DHW flow-rate Δt 30°
Domestic hot water energy rating (EN 13203)
Index of protection
Power supply voltage
Power input
Empty weight

kW
kW
kW
kW
kW
kW
kW
%
%
%
%
%

°C
bar
litres
litres
bar
litres
litres
l/10 min.
l/h
IP
V/Hz
W
kg

ST 25

ST 35

25,2
24,6
5,2
26,6
5,7
27,0
26,5
98,3
97,3
105,4
107,2
109,1
★★★★
5
95,0
0,8-3
1,5
8,0
0,25-9
2,0
25,0
160,0
790,0
★★★
X5D
230/50
180,0
53,0

34,8
34,2
6,3
36,7
6,9
34,8
34,2
98,5
97,0
105,5
106,9
109,1
★★★★
5
95,0
0,8-3
1,5
10,0
0,25-9
2,0
25,0
200,0
1000,0
★★★
X5D
230/50
190,0
59,0
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FERROLI

around the World

ITALY www.ferroli.it
SPAIN www.ferroli.es
FRANCE www.ferroli.fr
UNITED KINGDOM www.ferroli.co.uk
NETHERLANDS www.agpoferroli.nl
GERMANY www.ferroli.de
TURKEY www.ferroli.com.tr
ROMANIA www.ferroli.ro
POLAND www.ferroli.com.pl
RUSSIA www.ferroli.ru
UKRAINE www.ferroli.ua
BELARUS www.ferroli.by
CHINA www.ferroli.com.cn
BALKANS www.ferroli.hr
IRAN www.ferroli.ir

Ferroli spa ¬ 37047 San Bonifacio (Verona) Italy ¬ Via Ritonda 78/A
tel. +39.045.6139411 ¬ fax +39.045.6100233
www.gruppoferroli.com ¬ e-mail: export@ferroli.it

WARNING FOR TRADERS:
As part of its efforts to constantly improve its range of products, with the
aim of increasing the level of Customer satisfaction, the Company stresses that the appearance, dimensions, technical data and accessories may
be subject to variation. Consequently, ensure that the Customer is provided with updated documents. The products described in this document are covered by warranty if purchased and installed in Italy.

